
Genomics technologies and analysis of its data

Practical 3: Normalization and analysis of microarray data

SOLUTION

This practical is designed for investigating structural effects of microarray data, ways to elim-

inate them through normalization, and to analyse the normalized data. The results will be

discussed at the end of the session.

In this computer lab we will look at a data set of 4 dual-channel microarrays from a microarray

experiment involving skin cancer cell-lines compared to cells in healthy subjects.

Array green sample red sample

1 cancer normal

2 normal cancer

3 cancer normal

4 normal cancer

All the data and information about this experiment is part of the smida library and can be

incorporated into R by typing: data(skin).

The expression data skin$dat is stored as a 8 × 9216 matrix of log-transformed expression

values. The rows correspond to (cancer, normal, normal, cancer, cancer, normal, normal, can-

cer), arranged in microarray pairs of the above table. Use names(skin) to see all variables

available. The variables can be accessed by skin$name.

We first start by normalizing the data so that it can be used for further inference.

Visualization. How much structural variation is present? Is there a need for normalization

at all?

• Use the functions ma.image, ma.bw, ma.persp and ma.contour to visualize several chan-

nels of several arrays.

• Use scatter-plots (plot) of microarray pairs to check for systematic dye effects.

• Use boxplots (e.g. boxplot(skin$dat~skin$arrays), boxplot(as.data.frame(t(skin$dat))))

to visualize the overall expression levels across the channels of the arrays.



1. Which structural effects can you see through your visual inspection? spatial effect

(ma.image for one array), dye effect (boxplot or ma.image), array effect (boxplot).

Spatial normalization.

• Use the function spat.norm to normalize one of the channels of one of the arrays.

• Compare the microarray image before and after normalization.

Dye normalization.

• Use the function dye.norm to normalize one microarray for its dye effect.

• Compare the green vs red scatter plot before and after dye normalization.

Global normalization.

• Use the function cond.norm to normalize the dataset across all of the channels.

• Compare the distributions before and after normalization.

• Discuss whether any separate dye normalization is really necessary when one applies this

type of quantile normalization.

All together. Use the function all.norm to normalize the complete data set for spatial and

global effects. Note that this can take a while!

norm<-all.norm(skin$dat,x=skin$x,skin$y)

Now verify that normalization did in fact correct for the structural effects seen before using

similar graphs. After we have correct the data from structural effects through normalization,

we will now look at inference. First we start with a t-test (t.test) to the first single gene.

t.test(norm[,1]~skin$condition)

2. Does it seem that the first gene is differentially expressed? That is, the ’action’ of the

gene is different between cancerous and normal cells? No, the p-value is rather large at

0.322.

We can also look test all genes at the same time using apply as



pval <- apply(norm,2,function(x,y)t.test(x~y)$p.value,y=skin$conditions)

Now use p.adjust to adjust for multiplicity using Holm’s procedure for FWER control and

Benjamini-Yekutieli’s (BY) method for FDR control to control the respective error rates at

5%.

3. Which genes are differentially expressed after using Holms procedure? gene numbers:

971 1355 1736 2120

4. Which genes are differentially expressed after BY’s adjustment? None.

5. Would it have been appropriate the use Benjamini-Hochberg’s method for FDR control?

No, genes are expected to be correlated. If we would have used BH we would have found

the same 4 genes as with FWER control.

The simple approach of using a t-test is, however, not sufficient if we want to incorporate the

spot effect. The code below uses the linear mixed effects model as discussed in the lecture to

incorporate this effect.

z1<- diag(c(1,1,1,1))

z1<- z1[c(1,1,2,2,3,3,4,4),]

library(nlme)

sk1<-NULL

sk1$x<-as.factor(skin$conditions)

sk1$y<-norm[,1]

sk1$grp <- rep(1,8)

g1.lme <- lme(y ~ x, dat=sk1, random=list(grp = pdIdent(~-1+z1)))

summary(g1.lme)

6. Is the first gene differentially expressed once you remove the spot effect? Yes, without

multiplicity adjustment it is as p-value is 0.0038.

We can now do the same procedure for all genes as well. For time constraints we will only

look at the first 500 instead.

pval.lme<-NULL

sk<-NULL

sk$x<-as.factor(skin$conditions)

sk$grp <- rep(1,8)



for (i in 1:500){

sk$y<-norm[,i]

pval.lme[i] <- summary(lme(y ~ x, dat=sk,

random=list(grp = pdIdent(~-1+z1))))$tTable[2,5]

}

7. Using Benjamini-Yekutieli’s methods. How many genes are significant? 2

For the FDR-controlling procedure of Benjamini and Hochberg we can also create a nice

visualization.

plot(sort(pval.lme)[1:25])

lines(c(0,25),c(0,0.01*25/500),col="red")

sum(p.adjust(pval.lme,"BH")<0.01)

The plot shows the smallest 25 p-values as well as the cut-off value for which the gene is

considered significant as a red line. If you look carefully you see that 4 genes fall below that

line (which is set for a 1% FDR) - the same result as if you would have adjusted the p-values

directly.

Finally we will now try to find clusters of genes from this dataset. Note that it is necessary

to use normalized data before finding gene clusters. For time constraints and ease of illustra-

tion we will only look at the first 100 genes in the skin dataset. The first step is to find the

(dis)similarity measure.

simil<-1-abs(cor(norm[,1:100],method="spearman"))

Now we can use hierarchical clustering and obtain dentrogram of the clusters via

cluster<-hclust(as.dist(simil),"average")

plot(cluster)

If we now want to see which genes are clustered together if we consider three clusters, or are

interested how many genes are in each cluster we can use

cutree(cluster,k=3)

table(cutree(cluster,k=10))



8. Interpret the clustering that you find for the first 100 genes in the skin dataset.

It is notable that one single gene stands out which might be due to some data error or

simply one gene that has nothing in common with the others. Once we look past the

one gene, however, we find that there appear to be 3 main clusters of genes that are well

represented. The following code can be used to illustrate that better

cluster1<-hclust(as.dist(simil[-22,-22]),"average")

plot(cluster1)


